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	Over 50 hands-on recipes to quickly build and understand Arduino projects, from the simplest to the most extraordinary


	About This Book

	
		Get quick, clear guidance on all the principle aspects of integration with the Arduino
	
		Learn the tools and components needed to build engaging electronics with the Arduino
	
		Make the most of your board through practical tips and tricks



	Who This Book Is For


	If you want to build programming and electronics projects that interact with the environment, this book will offer you dozens of recipes to guide you through all the major applications of the Arduino platform. It is intended for programming or electronics enthusiasts who want to combine the best of both worlds to build interactive projects.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Read data from sensors and take action based on the environment
	
		Use the Arduino to turn on lights, write to screens, or play light shows
	
		Manipulate motors and other actuators to control the movement of different objects
	
		Set up electronic circuits on a breadboard to interact with the Arduino
	
		Explore hacks to push your project to the next level
	
		Make your projects wireless and make them communicate with the computer



	In Detail


	The single-chip computer board Arduino is small in size but vast in scope, capable of being used for electronic projects from robotics through to home automation. The most popular embedded platform in the world, Arduino users range from school children to industry experts, all incorporating it into their designs.


	Arduino Development Cookbook comprises clear and step-by-step recipes that give you the toolbox of techniques to construct any Arduino project, from the simple to the advanced. Each chapter gives you more essential building blocks for Arduino development, from learning about programming buttons through to operating motors, managing sensors, and controlling displays. Throughout, you'll find tips and tricks to help you troubleshoot your development problems and push your Arduino project to the next level!
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Electrical and Electronic Principles and TechnologyNewnes, 2003
In this book John Bird introduces electrical principles and technology through examples rather than theory - enabling students to develop a sound understanding of the principles needed by technicians in fields such as electrical engineering, electronics and telecommunications. No previous background in engineering is assumed, making this an ideal...
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Explorer's Guide to the Semantic WebManning Publications, 2004
Written for developers and programmers, this guide acquaints users with the basic technologies and their interrelations that will be instrumental in the development of the Semantic Web. Key technology areas are covered, such as knowledge modeling (RDF, Topic Maps), agents (DAML, FIPA), and Trust and Authentication. This broad introduction...
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Cloud Data Design, Orchestration, and Management Using Microsoft Azure: Master and Design a Solution Leveraging the Azure Data PlatformApress, 2018

	Use Microsoft Azure to optimally design your data solutions and save time and money. Scenarios are presented covering analysis, design, integration, monitoring, and derivatives.
	


	
		This book is about data and provides you with a wide range of possibilities to implement a data solution on Azure, from hybrid cloud to PaaS...
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Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants: Breakthrough Tactics for Winning Profitable ClientsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Proven guerrilla marketing tactics specifically designed for consultants
Jay Conrad Levinson’s Guerrilla Marketing revolutionized the way marketers do business by defying the conventional wisdom that effective marketing means spending big bucks. He devised highly successful marketing strategies that rely on creativity, imagination, and...
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Atlas of Liver Pathology (Atlas of Anatomic Pathology)Springer, 2013

	The liver is a complex organ due to its unique microscopic structure, intricate metabolic functions and susceptibility to a wide variety of insults, manifesting in countless histological  patterns.  Atlas of Liver Pathology considers both changes seen in medical liver biopsies as well as lesional biopsies when the specimen...
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Oracle Streams 11g Data Replication (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Master Oracle Streams 11g Replication


	Enable real-time information access and data sharing across your distributed framework using the expert information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Streams 11g Data Replication explains how to set up and administer a unified enterprise data sharing infrastructure. Learn how...
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